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Arter a 25 year orso distribution ofanalysis interval,

Lee and Genovese (L & G) have revived the massed

versusdistributed practice issue through a massed analy-

sis of the empirical studies that have examined the

influence ofthe distribution of practice conditions on
the learning and performance of motorskills. As a
consequence oftheir analysis by synthesis of the empiri-
cal literature, and buttressed by the modern technique of
meta-analysis, L_ & G have formulated three conclusions
regardingtheinfluences ofmassed anddistributed prac-
tice. First, distributed practice enhances performance.
Second,the effects of distributed practice are larger on
performance than on thefirst trial(s) of retention.
Third, distributed practice conditions result in greater
learning than massedpractice conditions. Thefirst two
claimsare generally well acceptedin theliterature leay-
ing only thethird claim regarding the benefits ofdistrib-
uted practice on learning as a potential contribution,
although as L & G note, there have been advocates
Previously of a general learningeffect for distributed
practice. Furthermore, it should be recognized that
claim three logically follows from claim two,so in effect
L&G have only two independentproposals: distribution
ofpractice facilitates learning, and distribution of prac-
tice facilitates performanceofmotorskills.

The conclusions of L & G rest heavily on a given
interpretation of the learning-performance distinction
and one’s biases regarding the pros and consofestab-
lished measures oflearning. The L & G analysis is also
data driven. Theoretical perspectives on the massed and
distributed practice effects are conspicuous by their
absence. Our commentary is organized around empiri-
cal and theoretical issues that are explicit or merely
implicit in the L & G analysis of the distribution of
practice effects.

The L & G Synthesis ofthe Data

Theclaim thatdistributedpracticefacilitates both the
learning and performance of motorskills is, at first

glance,consistentwith the data at hand.In particular, L

& G have noted correctly that although the benefits of

the distributed versus massedeffectare dissipatedonthe

retentiontrials, an absolute retention effectis generally

still prevalent on the first few retention test trials. This

interpretation assumes that absolute retention 1s the

criterion measure for assessing learning. However, tt

should be notedthatthis learning effect of distributed

practice, although reliable as reflected in the meta

analysis, is generally very small and may be regardedas

trivial in both a conceptual and operationalsense over

the range ofpractice conditions that have been studied
to date.

Thefact that the absolute retention effects tend to

dissipate within a few trials of the switch to a comme

distribution ofpractice scheduleisprobablywhathasi

other scholars (e.g., Adams & Reynolds, 1954; Magill,

1985; Singer, 1980) to conclude that there is only a

benefit to performance from distributed practice. Even

if one wants to countthis absolute retention effect as a

learning effect, it should be understoodthatit Is only i

rate oflearningeffect. There is no evidence thatnn

practice producesirreversible performance losses eV jf

whentransfer to distributed practice is not employ

(e.g., Digman, 1959). Given the emphasis thatL&“8 ‘

to the permanenteffects oflearning as reflectedin io
insistence on absolute retention interval tests, 11s vat

prising that they are willing to dismiss the ans! at
natureofthe absolute retention effects on perform"e
during subsequent retention trials. Of course le

effects have formedthe focus ofwhathas been labe

warm-up decrementor post-rest upswing.
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The conclusions drawn by L & G can be derived

without resort to a meta-analysis of the data. Standard

data synthesis by the researcher can achieve the same

conclusion and much more, although we suspect L &G

would not agree, given the opposite conclusions drawn

by others on therelatively permanenteffect of massed

practice on learning. Indeed,as a general methodologi-

cal point, we believe itis worth asking ifany meta-analysis

has produced a conclusion that was not anticipated

(even a priori) from the standard scholarly analysis?

Meta-analysis may provide a warm feeling to the re-

searcher as a consequenceofthestatistical confirmation

or formal backing to one’s conclusions from standard

data synthesis, but it should be recognized that this

statistical technique can only work on thedata that are

provided. Meta-analysis fails to accommodate the vaga-

ties of the extant experimental protocols which are the

features that usually provide the basis for the mostuseful

inferences from data synthesis. L & G implicitly recog-

nize this in their follow-up discussion of some of the

interesting experimental conditions that exist in the

published distribution of practice literature, but their

emphasis herestill seems to be secondary to the conclu-

sion of the meta-analysis, rather than a rounded assess-

ment of independent-dependent variable relations.

Meta-analysis also dictates that a numberofcriteria be

metfor a study to be includedin the analysis, and as a

result manyofthe mostinteresting studies may be elimi-

nated from the analysis athand. We nowpickup on three

subsidiary issues that raise further questions about the

generality ofthe L & G conclusions regarding the effects

of massed anddistributed practice on the learning and
performance of motorskills.

Definition of Massed and Distributed Practice. L & G

Provide a number ofdefinitions of massed anddistrib-
uted practice, but then without rationale, assume an
empirical definition in termsofthe absolute duration of
the intertrial intervals in a given study to run the meta-
analysis. Itis our position that thevery term “distributed”
'mplies that the duration ofthe trial must be considered
in relation to the duration ofthe intertrial interval. In
otherwords,distribution ofpractice has to be considered
on a relative, rather than absolute, basis. A 5-s intertrial

interval probably has a very differenteffect on the per-
formance of a task involving a single finger tap as op-
Posed to, for example, a task requiring a continuous
finger tapping performancefor a duration of5 hrs. L &

" acknowledged a relative definition of massed and
distributed practice, but they did not employ it due
Possibly to the pragmatic demandsofrunning a meta-
analysis,

If one assumes a relative definition,itis the case that

in mosttrainingsituations, massed practice will only be

operationalized in a continuoustask. In discrete tasks

with short durations, such as the 500-ms movements used

by Leeand Genovese(in press), itis difficult and, in most

cases impractical, to impose an intertrial interval thatis

less than the duration ofthetrial itself, and, as a result,

the relative massing will be small. Little is known about

the distribution of practice for these tasks, and the

evidencethatis available suggests that the practice-rest

distribution has little or no influence on the learning of

shortduration responses. Thus, one mightarguethat the

categorical distinction between massed anddistributed

practice will, in all likelihood, be limited to continuous

tasks. Even then, our observation implies that in general

it is only meaningful to discuss the degree to which

practice is distributed rather than inferring someabso-

lute intertrial interval or distribution ofpractice to rest

ratio as the critical point at which practice is either

massed ordistributed.

Duration of Practice Session. The majority of studies

reviewed by L & G are confined to the manipulation of

the duration between trials in a single practice session.

Thus,the long-term effects ofthe distribution ofpractice
schedules have rarely been studied, although the learn-
ing-performance distinction that L & G emphasize cer-

tainly forces the experimenterinto at least a second

testing session. Distribution of practice can and should

also be considered with respect to the distribution of

practice sessions.

Consider a study of post office workers learning a

typewriter keyboard that controlled a letter-sorting

machine (Baddeley & Longman,1978). The postoffice
workers were given 1- or 2-hr practice sessions either

onceor twice per day. Theresults revealed the benefits of

distributed practice (particularly a 1-hr session once per
day) in achieving any given criteria level of correct key
stroke rate. Hence,this study confirmedthe benefits of

distributed practice sessions overa relatively long prac-
tice period (up to 3 months). These data can be used to

suggest that the learning and performance benefits of
distributed practice extend beyond the rather narrow
time frame that was evident in most of the studies re-
viewed by L & G. In fact, the distribution of practice
sessions in the Baddeley and Longman (1978) experi-
mentseemsto generate a significantly greater impact on

learning and performancethan therelatively trivial ef-

fectsreported from the trial distribution studies reviewed
by L & G. These effects need to be treated with caution,

however, becausefatiguein thelaterstages of a practice
session may have lowered the average performance of

the massed conditions.

The performance benefits of distributed practice
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need to be reconsidered, however,in relationto thetotal

duration oftime that accrued from the beginningto the

end ofthe training period. If we consider almost any

criterion level of correct key stroke production in the

Baddeley and Longman (1978) study, the more massed

the practice the fewer numberofdaysit took to reach the

given criterion. The only exceptionis the 2 hrs twice per
day group thatdid not continuepractice long enough to

reach the highest performance levels of the other

groups. In fact, the total duration oftrainingforthe 1-hr

perdaygroup wasclose to 3 months,whereasthe training

regime ofthe 2-hronceperdayand1-hrtwice per daywas

71/2 weeks, while the 2-hr twice per day training regime

lasted about4 weeks.

Thus, the duration ofthe training period should be

considered in conjunction with the actual performance

level in assessing the impactofdistribution of practice

regimes. Performance alone,as reflected in the task

criterion,is or should not alwaysbe the single criterion of

significance in the training of manytasks. Indeed, the

Baddeley and Longman (1978) data suggest that the
interpretation of practice distribution effects on Jearn-

ing dependsuponthecriteria for learning. Iflearningis

evaluated asa function ofactualtimein physical practice,

distributed practice clearly leads to a greater amount

learned. If, on the other hand, learning is evaluated

based on performanceaftera numberofdays ofpractice,
massed practice leadsto greaterlearning. In a variety of
contexts in which skills are learned, time is money.

The duration ofthe practice sessionis also ignored in
typical manipulationsofpractice andrest periodswithin
a session. Subjects practicing undera distributed prac-
tice-rest cycle will require a longer practice session to
complete a given numberoftrials as compared to sub-
jects performing under a massed practice schedule.
Distribution of practice studies have typically kept the
numberoftrials constantbetween groupswhile allowing
the length ofthe practice session to vary. It is unclear
whatlearning and performanceeffects would emergeif
we were to choosethe alternative strategy of fixing the
durationofthepractice session and allowing the number
ofpracticetrials to vary. This practice condition has been
usedinfrequently in experimentalstudies, althoughitis
probably the norminthereal-world training ofeveryday
tasks. An exampleofafixedsessionvariabletrial practice
format is a study by Graw (1969) which had practice
session length fixed at 30 min. Highly distributed prac-
tice led to lower amounts learnedfor both ladder climb-
ing and stabilometertasks. In addition, there appeared
to be an optimal practice-rest ratio for each task. This
study reveals howbiases about howdistribution ofprac-
tice effects should be evaluated can lead to different

interpretations regardingtheinfluenceofpracticedistri-
bution on learning.

Task Specificity. L & G suggest, as others havebefore
them (Eysenck, 1965; Schmidt, 1982), that there may be

task specific influences of massed anddistributed prac-

tice, and they have provided somepreliminary evidence

toward this point ofview (Lee & Genovese, in press). A
hypothesis regardingthe special significanceoftheinter-

trial interval for information processingactivities in dis-

crete tasks was advanced, but both conceptual and

empirical developments will need to be madeifthis

information processing proposal is to have any theoreti-

cal impact and operationalreality. Furthermore,as al-

ready indicated, task type manipulations have been

confoundedwith thefailure to adequately manipulate

massed practice. This experimental problem will need to

be overcomewith positive findingsifa task type interpre-

tation is to hold any potential. Task type has a strong

impactontheinfluenceofa variety oflearningvariables

on the acquisition of skill. Moreover, the studyofskill

learning has been dominatedby a very narrow rangeof

tasks requiringvariationsinonly the scaling ofanalready

established coordination function (Newell, 1985).

Eysenck (1965) has identified the task dimensions of

familiarity, self-paced, and degree ofdrive required to

perform as potential factors influencing the impact of

practice conditions on performance. For example,

reminiscence in pursuit-rotor learning was proposed to

be due to consolidation, whereas in a task suchas tapping

whereitwas arguedthatno learning occurred,reminis

cence was assumed to be dueto the buildup and release

of reactive inhibition. Unfortunately, task categoriza

tionsrest in the main on no morethanintuitive assump

tionsandthe massed versusdistributed practice problem

represents one ofmanylearningissues that could benefit

from a theory oftasks.

Summary. Inlightofthe caveats briefly outlined above,

we concludethatthe interpretations advanced byL &G
of the massedversusdistributed practice effects are very

strained and,toa large degree,these interpretations are

contrived byconvenientargumentsaboutthe definitions

of learning and performance. An unfortunate conse

quenceofthe L&Gpapercouldbe the blind acceptanc®

of the stated benefits for learning through distributed

practice when empirical limitations, operational defint

tions, task type, and practice duration considerations
suggest that a learninginterpretation is premature.

The Learning-Performance Distinction

L & G have emphasized the so-called learningPT
formancedistinction in an attemptto separate the pe
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manent and temporary effects of the distribution of

practice on performance. Furthermore,L& Greview the

yarious measures that have been usedto reflect learning

and the necessity ofusing transfer and retentiontests to

examine the permanent consequencesoflearning on

performance. Strong conclusions are also offered re-
garding the independentand dependentvariables that

should be employedto infer the relatively permanent

effects oflearning. For example, they indicate thatifthe
independentvariable affects learning, then a perform-

ance effectwill remain when the independentvariableis
nolongerapplied (i. e., on a retention or transfertest).

Thus, for a score to reflect a true measure oflearning,it

must be calculated from performancedata that are not

contaminated by the temporary effects ofthe independ-

ent variable. L& Gclaim thatonly the absolute retention

scores provide an adequate assessmentofa true learning

effect.

This strong interpretation of the learning-perform-
ance distinction seemsto provideafirm basis to evaluate

the massed-distributed phenomena and other learning

variables such as knowledge of results (Salmoni,

Schmidt, & Walter, 1984). However, this is a very old

distinction predicated on a reinforcementview oflearn-

ing andis notas straightforwarda test ofpermanent and
temporary effects on performanceas proposed byL& G.
First, statements regarding learning are always infer-
ences from performance. This implies that veridical
estimates of learning will always be problematic given
that one is operating at the level of a construct, rather

than an observable variable. Second, there are many
attributes of a performance beyond the mere outcome
«ores that could be called upon to provide the basis for
an inference regarding learning. Thus, the distinction
between learning and performancecannotrest soley on
thedimension of the task outcome no matter how con-
venient or traditional that measureis. Third, some defi-
nitons of learning have bypassed performance com-
pletely by focusing solely on identifiable changesto the
central nervous system.In short, L&fail to consider the

manyWaysinwhich inferences regardinglearningcan be
advanced, and, hence, the manyways in whichthe learn-
"8-performancedistinction can be compromised.
The imposition ofarestinterval ofatleast 1 day seems

o provide, on the surface, a reasonable basis to examine
* Permanentinfluencesof learning on performance.

mens» the rest interval introduces temporary prob-

dubbedsaan in the form ofwhathas beentraditionally
_ Warm-up decrement.” Thefirst trial following

. rest interval is, therefore, nota sufficient indicator of

invaeffects oflearning and subsequentreten-
S are contaminatedby the exact practice condi-

tions imposed on transfer. In summary the absolute

retention score is not such an uncontaminated measure

oflearning as L & G imply leaving the learning-perform-
ancedistinction as slippery as the contrast betweenlearn-

ing and maturation (Hilgard, 1948).

Data Synthesis and Theory Development

The L & G paperis a synthesis of the empirical

findings regarding massed anddistributed practice. No
examination is undertaken of the extant theoretical
positions regarding practice schedule effects, and no

attemptis made to formulate a new theoretical perspec-

tive for the massed-distributed findings. Thereis a well-

known saying in research (we are not aware to whom it

should be credited) that it takes a theory to replace a

theory. That is, no matter how much the published data

speak againstthe tenets ofa given theory, the theory still

stands as the guiding theoretical framework until it is

replaced by anothertheory.

Hull’s (1943) theory of learning hascertainly been

passed byas a significant force in learning research in

general and the morelimited subdomain ofmotorlearn-

ing. However,it is clear that the Hullian concepts of

reactive inhibition and conditioned reactive inhibition
provided a direct theoretical perspective from which to
examine massed and distributed practice (see also

Ammons, 1947a, 194'7b; Kimble, 1949; Rachman, 1962).

Whatis less clear from current tests on motor learning,

and certainly L & G do not help us onthis issue, is
whether the Hullian interpretation is ignored in the

contemporary context of massed and distributed prac-

tice because ofthe failure of its direct predictions on
these practice phenomena,or, because the theory has

generally been superceded by information processing
and the morerecently formulated cognitive accounts of

learning. Clearly, some authors havefelt that the Hullian

theoryisstill the mostappropriate theoretical framework
available from whichto investigate the effects ofmassed

anddistributed practice (e.g., Coppage & Payne, 1981;

McBride & Payne, 1979; Noble, 1978), although there

wereearly studies claimingno learningeffects for distrib-

uted practice (Adams& Reynolds, 1954), contrary to the

predictions of Hull’s theory.
L & G also ignore the developments by Eysenck

(1965) ofthe Hullian concepts ofreactive inhibition and

conditioned inhibition into a three-factor theory of

reminiscence that incorporates the additional learning

construct of consolidation. This theory includesa per-

sonality dimension to accommodate individual differ-

ences to the inhibition accruing from practice. Eysenck’s

(1965) theoretical formulation has stimulated many
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empirical studies during thelast 20 years, including

direct tests with Hull’s theory (Ball & Payne, 1988).

It appearsthat the central problem with the massed

versus distributed practiceliteratureis that there is nota

contemporary theory to act as a goal and a guide to

ongoing empirical efforts. L & G mention the possibility

ofaninformational accountofthe massed versusdistrib-

uted phenomena,butthere isno theoretical elaboration

beyondthispreliminary, almostafterthought, statement.

Ourinclinationis that an informational accountwill not

be sufficient to adequately approach the massed versus

distributed practice phenomena. Researcherswho study
learningwill also have to attend to a construct that they

usually like to ignore by keeping it as a neutral influ-

ence—namely, motivation. Theories and models of

behavioroverthelast30yearshave tended to account for

isolated and narrow phenomena, but massed versus

distributed practice is a broad-basedissue forskill learn-

ing. However, it may not be broad enoughto provide a

useful link to the contextual interference domain as

suggested in the target article. Again, L & G largely
contrive a linkage without any substantive theoretical
development.

An importantbenefit oftheory is that it provides the
conceptual framework from which tointerpret observa-

tions of the dependentvariables. L & G are adamant on

the significance of the absolute retention score as a

measure of learning because they view the othertradi-
tional measuresoflearning to be contaminated indices
oflearning. Thevalidityofthis interpretation ofdepend-
ent variables,like any inferences beyondthedata,rests
on the theoretical viewpoint at hand. The difference
score, for example, could be

a

significant dependent
variable from

a

certain theoretical perspective. Thus, L&
G's stance on thesignificanceofthe absolute retention
score is based on their ongoing and publicly unknown
theorizing regarding massed and distributed practice
effects. To phraseit anotherway,there are no value-free
interpretations of data, even if one is armed with the
Statistical techniqueofmeta-analysis. -

In summary, we can anticipatelittle progress on the
massedand distributed practice issue unless itis attacked
head onfrom

a

theoretical perspective, althoughitmay
well be that the data synthesis efforts of L & G will
stimulatein the shortterm somefurtherempirical efforts
on, for example,theinteractive influence oftask type on
massed versusdistributed practice effects, Bottom-up,
empirically driven approachesto massedanddistributed
practice arelikely to have only temporary effects on the
performanceofscholars rather than the relatively per-
manentinfluencesthat L & G presumably seek. Indeed,
Eysenck (1965) articulated a related message on this

same conditionsofpractice issue whenhesaidthat “.. ,

the belief that good theories will materialize suddenlyif

only enough inductive work not guided by anytheory is

carried out seems to lack support in the history ofsci-

ence” (p. 179). The lasting conclusion we draw,there-

fore, from the L & Gpaper,albeit an implicit one,is that

the massed versus distributed practice effects in motor

skills reflect phenomenain search ofa theory.
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